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About Durakool
Durakool is a globally renowned manufacturer of technology supporting switching and sensing solutions. Initially established in 1935 to manufacture switching 
devices for power generation in industrial & power automation systems, Durakool evolved to provide solutions for power electronics, industrial electronics, 
automotive and telecommunications applications. Today the reliability and quality of Durakool products are at the heart of the WTAEC Group (www.wtaec.com).
Durakool’s engineering team provides partners with technical consultation based upon extensive application knowledge and experience. Through many 
years of development and innovation, they understand that quality is paramount and pursue a policy of continuous improvement.
Durakool continues to innovate and develop relays and contactors to meet existing and forthcoming requirements within many industries. New products 
are introduced on a regular basis as we seek to exceed customer expectations. Durakool is using novel techniques to reduce package size whilst meeting 
increasing demands for higher voltage and higher current switching.
‘We believe in developing long term relationships with our customers to provide highest quality products & services, exceeding our partner’s needs. We work
as a key member of our partners’ operations from concept to delivery and beyond.’

AUTOMOTIVE HIGH VOLTAGE - TWO IN ONE!
NEW 120A 1000VDC Double Pole Contactor - DEVR10DP

Announcing Durakool’s (www.durakoolrelays.
com) NEW HVDC automotive contactor, the 
DEVR10DP, two separate 120A/1000VDC HVDC 
contactors in a single package, which may be 
switched together or independently. The two-in-one 
configuration greatly reduces space required and 
the complex (and costly) interconnections needed 
for traditional standalone pre-charge contactors. 

Smaller volume requirement equals 
lower cost!  Ricardo Esquinazi, Relay & 
Contactors Product Manager, commented, 
“This double pole contactor  is very easy to integrate into Electric Vehicle HVDC motor controllers 
which have higher pre-charge requirements. It is ideal for use as pre charge EV contactors and 
also as the main contactor in small forklifts, moving platforms, small EV cars,and E-motorbikes.”

The DEVR10DP is equipped with terminal covers for both M5 female terminals and also includes a convenient 
single connector for both coils and auxiliary switches, in turn making for a safer and highly reliable device

This new Durakool design is competitively priced to enable the customer to keep their overall 
product cost down and offer their product more competitively and attractively to potential users.

“Each contactor inside the DEVR10DP package can carry 180A for 1 minute or 140A for 10 minutes. This makes 
it possible to use the DEVR10DP as main contactors in smaller EV’s when they need to accelerate or climb hills. 
In an emergency situation the DEVR10DP can break up to 600A/450VDC (one time only).”Continued Esquinazi.

Pre-Charge and Discharge contactors are used in the interface between battery and motor drive where the 
charge current is limited, to protect the main power contactors from the inrush current of the motor controller 
capacitors. Likewise, when the EV is turned off, the charge on those capacitors must be removed in a safe 
manner to protect against possible electric shock risk. 120A and 1000VDC can cover most actual requirements 
for this application where the Pre-charge and Discharge currents can be defined by the size of the resistors used.

“Another highly innovative design from Durakool. Contact us to learn more!” Concluded Esquinazi.

View the DEVR10DP Durakool Contactor Datasheet
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